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AI  APPLIED  TO  ASSET  MANAGEMENT

BY 2020:
$ 2.2 TN Market

Great Hype

Algorithms 
manage 60% of 

trades on 
financial 
markets

Crowded Market

-53% vs. DJ USA 
(Eurekahedge

Index: 2010-Dec 
-> 2019-Jan)

Disappointing 
Performance



HOW WE ARE DIFFERENT

AI comprehensive approach

Domain Knowledge

We are our first customers

Tracking Smart Money 
by selecting efficient Data



WE ARE OUR FIRST 
CUSTOMERS

AI COMPREHENSIVE 
APPROACH DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE

HOW WE ARE DIFFERENT

After studying and applying it to
our work for the last 20 years,
we think that AI is not just about
neural networks/deep learning,
which is an erratic, resource-
wasting technology that works
well only on very specific tasks.
We rigorously start by defining a
model of the problem to be
analyzed; then we split it into
elementary sub-tasks, and we
finally apply the right algorithm
to any sub-task of the model.

Right timing is crucial with
financial markets, that’s why the
data we use are targeted on
detecting the movements from
the big players usually identified
as “Smart Money”. Thanks to the
focus on specific sets of selected
data, we managed to drastically
reduce the computing resources
requirements, that are usually
huge for AI-based systems.

Less abstract theories and
math, more direct experience
with the financial markets. As
professional portfolio
managers, we have managed
to get real profits from the
most important financial
markets throughout the last 10
years. Our tools performed
consistently better than the
respective benchmarks, with
verifiable track records.

TRACKING SMART MONEY BY 
SELECTING EFFICENT DATA

Working as professional portfolio
managers, we never found a
data-driven platform that could
effectively support our daily job
with financial markets. So we
built it ourselves, step by step,
tool by tool.
We know that it works, because
it already works for us.



IT ALREADY WORKED, ALWAYS BEATING BENCHMARKS

Futures trading for a 
long-short hedge fund

Stock Picking for 
buy-and-hold Equity 
Portfolios

Hedging of GBPUSD 
exchange rate before 
Brexit referendum

Stock Portfolio 
management for a 
publicly traded warrant



ONE ANALYTICS ENGINE - COUNTLESS APPLICATIONS

“Smart Money” Tracker: Daily evaluation of market risk
levels and hedging needs/opportunities by monitoring the
most influencing positions on the trend-leading assets.

Options Pricing: The first machine learning model
for pricing options, entirely based on market
makers rules and historical data. This model is
able to correctly assess the implied volatility of an
option even in case of extreme market events,
when traditional models fail.
Our model is specifically designed to work in
synergy with the Smart Money Tracker to feed the
best accuracy into XVAs regulatory valuations.

Asset Class Radarscreen: Automated ranking of
all financial instruments available within an asset
class by their probability of future price growth.

Data quality certified and maintained through smart
contracts on a proprietary blockchain network.

Smart ETF: The first AI-based fully automated builder of
Portfolio management systems. Just select the assets to
invest in (Stocks, Bonds, or even Funds), and the risk
profile: the AI-based constructor builds the automated
portfolio management system that has the highest
probability to maximize profits given the user settings. Once
the Portfolio is up and working, any required hedging
intervention can be easily managed through a specific tool
within the Option Pricing module.

FX Risk Manager for multinational Corporations:
Neutralizes currency exposure risk by synchronizing
multicurrency cash flows with the FX market oscillations.
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